On the ability of the ESA Swarm satellites to simultaneously detect Extremely Low Frequency whistlers originating from the same lightning strike
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1 Extended Abstract

The penetration of lightning energy into the ionosphere at Extremely Low Frequencies (ELF) at the altitude of Low Earth Orbits (LEO) has not yet been systematically studied. It strongly depends on both the local Earth magnetic field and on the ionospheric plasma distribution. The European Space Agency (ESA) Swarm mission, though initially designed to study slowly varying magnetic fields, provides an opportunity to carry such studies. It embarks Absolute Scalar Magnetometers, that can be run in burst-mode during dedicated campaigns when the sampling rate is raised from 1 Hz to 250 Hz [1] This mode was originally intended only for instrument calibration purposes, but the initial in-orbit calibration and validations activities at the beginning of 2014 revealed that whistlers signals could be detected quite frequently. Starting from 2019 it was therefore decided to conduct regular one-week burst-mode campaigns every month. This is currently achieved on two satellites: Alpha orbiting at an altitude of 450 km and Bravo at an altitude of 500 km. Since their respective polar orbital planes drift in local time at different speeds, their relative position changes during the course of the mission. We already acquired data progressively covering all local time sectors and constructed a database of detected events allowing the study of diurnal variation of whistler activity. At the end of 2021 the orbital planes of these satellite became almost co-planar, with the two satellites orbiting in counter-rotation. We took advantage of this unique configuration to conduct several synchronous ASM burst-mode acquisition sessions and analyse simultaneous whistler detections by both satellites. Often, when the satellites gets close to each other, both satellites can detect whistler signals generated by the same lightning strike. Occasionally, however, only one satellites detects a clear signal. To understand and characterise the lightning strikes that produced these whistlers, we make use of the World Wide Lightning Location Network (WWLLN) [2] and the World ELF Radiolocation Array (WERA) [3]. We present a number of remarkable events and analyse the detectability of the ELF portion of the lightning strikes at LEO altitudes. We plan to continue this activity as long as the Swarm mission is in operation. Additional data are next to be made available by the future NanoMagSat mission, which will monitor continuously both the intensity and the three orthogonal components of the magnetic field up to 800 Hz using three nanosatellites.
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